
  

Dear Teacher / Librarian,  

Thank you for inviting me into your sacred world. Some of the most influential people in my life were 

educators, and one reason I offer free Skype discussions with schools is a way for me to pay it forward. 

One of the more popular subjects with the students, is the fact that I was a struggling student and reluctant 

reader at their age. I write in the upper MG /younger YA market because of this. And because it’s fun!  

I’ve created a list of topics we can discuss, but unfortunately, we have a time limit. I recommend that you 

select 2-3 points and I will do my best to cover the time with some room for a healthy Q&A. If you have 

something special that you’re teaching at the moment, I would gladly complement it within the discussion. 

 

Possible Agenda Points: 

1. Overcoming Challenges – I will discuss my path on how I went from a struggling student to 

publishing my debut novel. Inspiration toward reading, writing, and life itself. 

2. Characterization – How does an author build a character from a concept into a living/breathing 

human. Character arcs, voice, and visualization. 

3. Building Suspense – What does it take to keep a reader reading. Story arcs, POV, Show Don’t Tell, 

and creating Doubt.  

4. Creative Freedom – Look behind the curtain of The Three Hares. Secrets and inspirations buried 

deep within the novel, including foreshadowing and symbolism. (Best after reading T3H) 

5. Creating a Novel – I show the entire process of bringing a story concept into a full-length novel. Will 

share actual documents from which I used to write The Three Hares. (Best for Honors English) 

 

Some Information about the Lesson: 

• Agenda 20 min dialogue + 10-25 min Q&A 

• Students should prepare questions in advance using my Student Guide 

• We should briefly test our Skype connection in advance 

• There are no costs for the 30-45 min session 

• I would love a group photo with the students. A copy of my novel in-hand is always appreciated. 

• Will need someone local to help moderate the Q&A  

 

If you are interested to learn more about me, my writing projects, or would like to purchase my books, I have 

provided some links below. Book Reviews on Amazon, B&N, and Goodreads are highly appreciated. 

Personally, my goal is that your students have a memorable experience, a lasting inspiration toward reading 

and writing, and are encouraged to overcome obstacles in their own lives.  

 

Best Wishes, 

Geoffrey Simpson 

 

 

 

E-mail: geoffreydrewsimpson@gmail.com  |  Skype: geoffreydrewsimpson 
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